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Describe the features of sexual and asexual reproduction

Describe what variation is and the causes of it

Explain the advantages and disadvantages of sexual and asexual reproduction

Explain the influence mutations have on the characteristics of a species

Give names of organisms that reproduce sexually , asexually and using both

Explain the theory of evolution by natural selection

Describe the process of Mitosis

Describe how new species form

Describe the Process of Meiosis

Describe what selective breeding is

Explain what happens during fertilisation of plants and animals

Explain how selective breeding can be used to develop organisms with desired traits

Describe the structure of DNA and how it is stored in a cell

Describe what genetic engineering is

Explain the term Genome and why the Human Genome Project is important

Explain how genetic engineering can be used to create organisms with new characterictics

(Triple Only) Explain what complementary base pairing is with reference to DNA

Evaluate the benefits and risks related to natural selection and genetic engineering

(Triple Only) Explain how the DNA bases are linked to amino acids and proteins

(Triple Only) Describe the different methods of cloning organisms

(Triple Only) Describe how proteins are synthesised, folded and why shape is important

(Triple Only) Explain how each method (tissue culture, cuttings, embryo transplants
and adult cell cloning) works
(Triple Only) Describe how Darwin cam e up with his theory of evolution and why it
was only partially accepted.

(Triple Only) Explain what a mutation is and the effects they can cause
(Triple Only) Explain what non-coding DNA is and why it is important

(Triple Only) Describe other theories of evolution and the problems with them

Describe how characteristics are controlled by one or more genes

(Triple Only) Describe the work of Alfred Russel Wallace and how new species can be
formed

Explain the terms; Gamete, Chromosome, Gene, Allele, Genotype, Phenotype, Dominant, Recessive, Heterozygous and Homozygous

(Triple Only) Describe how our knowledge of genetics has improved over time.

Explain how to use punnet squares, genetic cross diagrams and family trees

Describe the causes of extinction

Describe how chromosomes are arranged and how sex determination works

Describe how the fossil record formed and the evidence this gives us for evolution

Describe the inheritance of cystic fibrosis and polydactyly
Describe the process of embryo screening

Explain how the rise of antibiotic resistance is evidence to support evolution

Evaluate social, economic and ethical issues concerning embryo screening

Explain how the three-domain system has developed

Describe how organisms are named and classified in the Linnaean system
Describe and interpret evolutionary trees

